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Abstract
We present a new version of Šapirovskiı˘’s well-known criterion for the existence of a continuous
mapping from a compactum onto a Tychonoff cube. From this, we prove that under MA for every
compact Hausdorff spaceX of weight less than 2ℵ0 and every infinite cardinal τ < 2ℵ0 the following
conditions are equivalent:
(i) there exists a continuous surjection from X onto the Tychonoff cube I τ ;
(ii) there exists a continuous injection from the Cantor cube Dτ into X;
(iii) there exists a closed subset Y ⊆X such that χ(y,Y )> τ for any y ∈ Y .
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1. Introduction
All spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff and compact. We use standard notations for
cardinal invariants.
A famous theorem of Šapirovskiı˘ [3] states that for an infinite compact Hausdorff
space X the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) there exists a continuous surjection from X onto the Tychonoff cube I τ ;
(ii) there exists a closed subset Y ⊆X such that piχ(y,Y )> τ for any y ∈ Y .
B.E. Šapirovskiı˘ conjectured the above statement in the beginning of the 1970s and
proved it in 1977. The author remembers very well Boris’ talk given at Arhangel’skiı˘’s
seminar at Moscow State University on April 15, 1977. Šapirovskiı˘ obtained this important
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result only a week before the presentation of his Ph.D. Thesis. This shows that even in such
situations Mathematics was more important for him than other things.
We need the following notion introduced independently by M.M. Choban and B.E. Šapi-
rovskiı˘.
Definition 1.1. Let Y be a nonempty subspace of X. A system γ of open subsets of X is
called an npi -base of Y in X if for any open set U ⊆ X such that U ∩ Y 6= ∅ there exists
V ∈ γ such that ∅ 6= V ∩ Y ⊆ V ⊆ U . The cardinal number npiw(Y,X) =min{|γ |: γ is
an npi -base of Y in X} is called npi -weight of Y in X.
It is easy to see that the following double inequality holds:
min
{
piχ(x,X): x ∈X}6min{npiw(Y,X): Y ⊆X}6min{χ(x,X): x ∈X}.
It is also evident that for any closed subset Y ⊆X the character χ(Y, expX) of the point Y
in the hyperspace expX is equal to χ(Y,X) · npiw(Y,X).
Using the theory of absolutes, we present here a new version of Šapirovskiı˘’s criterion,
namely:
Theorem 1.2. Let X be a compact space, and let τ be an infinite cardinal. Then the
following are equivalent:
(i) there exists a continuous surjection from X onto the Tychonoff cube I τ ;
(ii) there exists a closed subset Y ⊆X such that npiw(Z,Y )> τ for any closed Z ⊆ Y
such that χ(Z,Y ) < τ (i.e., χ(Z, expY )> τ for any Z ∈ expY ).
For a more precise characterization of spaces of weight less than 2ℵ0 , we need the
version of Martin’s Axiom which is called MA(Cohen) [2]: if F is a family of dense open
subsets of the Cantor cube such that |F |< 2ℵ0 then the intersection ⋂F 6= ∅.
Now we can formulate the main result of this paper.
Theorem 1.3. (MA(Cohen)) For any infinite compact space X with weight less than 2ℵ0
and any infinite cardinal τ < 2ℵ0 the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) there exists a continuous surjection from X onto the Tychonoff cube I τ ;
(ii) there exists a continuous injection from the Cantor cube Dτ into X;
(iii) there exists a closed subset Y ⊆X such that χ(y,Y )> τ for any y ∈ Y .
The independence of Theorem 1.3 was proved in [2].
2. Proof of Theorem 1.2
We need the following
Definition 2.1. A continuous surjection f :X→ Y is said to be almost irreducible if there
exists a unique irreducible restriction of f , i.e., a closed subset Z ⊆X such that f Z is an
irreducible mapping from Z onto Y .
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The next lemma contains equivalent conditions for a map to be almost irreducible.
Lemma 2.2. Let f :X→ Y be a continuous surjection from a space X onto a space Y .
Then the following are equivalent:
(i) f is almost irreducible;
(ii) for any disjoint closed subsets F0,F1 ⊆X the interior int(f (F0)∩ f (F1))= ∅;
(iii) there exists a closed subset Z ⊆ X such that f (Z) = Y and the small image
f #(U) 6= ∅ for any open set U ⊆ X such that Z ∩ U 6= ∅ (f #(U) = {y ∈
Y : f−1(y)⊆U}).
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii) Let f be almost irreducible and suppose that there exist two disjoint
closed subsets F0,F1 ⊆X for which ∅ 6= V = int(f (F0)∩f (F1)). Let Z0 = F0∪f−1(Y \
V ) and Z1 = F1 ∪ f−1(Y \ V ). Obviously, f (Z0) = f (Z1) = Y and f (Z0 ∩ Z1) 6= Y .
Therefore f has two distinct irreducible restrictions which contradicts our assumption.
(ii)⇒ (iii) Let Z be an irreducible restriction of f and suppose that there exists an
open subset U ⊆X such that U ∩ Z 6= ∅ and f #(U)= ∅. Let V be an open set such that
∅ 6= V ∩ Z ⊆ V ⊆ V ⊆ U . Since f Z is irreducible, we have ∅ 6= intf (V ∩ Z). Setting
F0 = V ∩ Z and F1 = f−1f (V ) ∩ (X \ U) we obtain two disjoint closed subsets of X
which do not satisfy the condition (ii).
(iii) ⇒ (i) Evidently, f Z is irreducible. Assume that f has another irreducible
restriction Z1 6= Z. Setting U = f−1(Y \ f (Z ∩ Z1)) \ Z1 we obtain U ∩ Z 6= ∅ and
f #(U)= ∅ which is a contradiction. 2
The next lemma demonstrates the relationship between almost irreducibility and npi -
weight.
Lemma 2.3. Let Y be a closed subset of a space X. Then npiw(Y,X) 6 τ iff there exists
a continuous mapping f :X→ I τ such that f f−1f (Y ) is almost irreducible and f Y
is irreducible.
Proof. Let γ be an npi -base of Y in X consisting of cozero-subsets of X and |γ | 6 τ .
For any U ∈ γ we construct a function fU :X → I such that U = f−1U fU (U). Let
f = ∆{fU : U ∈ γ } :X→ I τ be the diagonal product of the family {fU : U ∈ γ }. By
construction, f satisfies the condition (iii) of the previous lemma. So f f−1f (Y ) is
almost irreducible and f Y is irreducible.
Now let a mapping f :X → I τ satisfy the second part of the lemma’s condition.
Let γ be the preimage of an open base of I τ . We show that γ is an npi -base of Y
in X. Indeed, let U be an open set in X such that U ∩ Y 6= ∅. By the condition (iii)
of Lemma 2.2, f (Y ) ∩ f #(U) 6= ∅. Let V be an element of the base of I τ such that
∅ 6= V ∩f (Y )⊆ V ⊆ f #(U). Then ∅ 6= f−1(V )∩Y ⊆ f−1(V )⊆U and f−1(V ) ∈ γ . 2
Corollary 2.4. A continuous surjection f :X→ Y is not almost irreducible iff there exist
two disjoint closed subsets F0,F1 ⊆ Y such that intf (F0) 6= ∅ and f (F1)= Y .
We also need the following trivial fact.
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Lemma 2.5. Let X be a space such that npiw(Z,X)> τ for any nonempty Z ⊆X. If Y is
a closed subset of X and χ(Y,X) < τ then npiw(Z,Y )> τ for any nonempty Z ⊆ Y .
Let us recall that the weight of a map f :X→ Y between spaces is the following cardinal
number:
w(f )=min{τ : there exists an injection i :X→ Y × I τ such that f = pr1 ◦ i}.
Let us recall the following characterization, due to Haydon [1], of Dugundji spaces
which for our purposes may serve as definition. A spaceX is Dugundji iffX = lim←−{Xα,p
β
α ,
α < β < ωτ } where |X0| = 1, each pβα is open and w(pα+1α ) 6 ℵ0, the spectrum being
continuous.
The next statement plays the key role in the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Lemma 2.6. Let f :X→ Y be a surjective mapping, τ an infinite cardinal and Y ′ a closed
subspace of Y , and suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) w(Y ) < τ ;
(ii) c(Y ′)6 ℵ0;
(iii) npiw(P,f −1(Y ′))> τ for any closed P ⊆ f−1(Y ′) such that χ(P,X) < τ ;
(iv) dimY ′ = 0.
Then there exist a space Z, a closed subset Z′ ⊆ Z and surjective mappings g :X→ Z
and h :Z→ Y satisfying the following properties:
(1) f = h ◦ g;
(2) w(h)6 ℵ0;
(3) h(Z′)= Y ′;
(4) dimZ′ = 0;
(5) hZ′ is an open mapping;
(6) for any open subset U ⊆ Y ′ there exists a point y ∈U such that |f−1(y)∩Z′|> 2.
Proof. It follows from (iii) and Lemma 2.3 that f f−1(Y ′) is not almost irreducible. So
by (ii) of Lemma 2.2 there exist two disjoint closed subsets F0,F1 ⊆ f−1(Y ′) such that
intf (F0) 6= ∅ and f (F1)= Y ′. Since dimY ′ = 0, we may assume that f (F0) is a clopen
subset of Y ′. Using the Urysohn Lemma we define a continuous function ϕ :X→ [0,1]
in such a way that ϕ(F0)= 0 and ϕ(F1)= 1. Putting Z0 = Y , g1 = f M ϕ, Z1 = g1(X),
p10 = pr1 Z1, Z′0 = Y ′, Z′1 = (f (F0)×{0})∪ (f (F1)×{1})⊆Z1 and q10 = pr1 Z′1, where
pr1 :Y × [0,1]→ Y is the natural projection. It is easy to see that dimZ′1 = 0, q10 is open
and w(p10)6 ℵ0. All properties except (6) are ensured. To provide (6), we must iterate this
construction countably many times getting continuous inverse spectra
S = {Zα,pβα , α < β < ρ}, S ′ = {Z′α, qβα , α < β < ρ},
where ρ < ω1 is a limit ordinal, and a system of mappings G = {gα :X→ Zα, α < ρ}
which satisfy the following conditions:
(a) Z′α ⊆Zα ;
(b) dimZ′α = 0;
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(c) qβα = pβα Z′β ;
(d) qβα is open for any α < β < ρ;
(e) w(pα+1α )6 ℵ0;
(f) cl{y ∈ Y ′: |(qα0 )−1(y)∩Z′α|> 2} 6= cl{y ∈ Y ′: |(qα+10 )−1(y)∩Z′α+1|> 2};
(g) gα = pβα ◦ gβ .
We can guarantee the property (f) because if ∅ 6= Y ′ \ cl{y ∈ Y ′: |(qα0 )−1(y)∩Z′α|> 2}
then there exists a nonempty clopen subset Z′′α ⊆ {z ∈ Z′α: z = (qα0 )−1qα0 (z)} such that
gα g−1α (Z′′α) is not almost irreducible since χ(Z′′α,Zα) < τ .
Using ccc condition for Y ′ we conclude that our construction stops at some countable
ordinal ρ (namely, for Uα = {y ∈ Y ′: |(qα0 )−1(y) ∩ Z′α| > 2} we apply the argument
that the increasing sequence {Uα : α < ω1} of regular closed subsets of the ccc space Y ′
stabilizes at some countable step ρ). Setting Z = lim←−S , Z′ = lim←−S ′, g = lim←−G and h =
lim←−{pα0 , α < ρ}, we complete the proof of the statement. 2
Proof of Theorem 1.2. (i)⇒ (ii) It is easy to see that npiw(P, Iτ ) = τ for any closed
P ⊆ I τ . If f :X→ I τ is a surjection then we define an irreducible restriction Y ⊆X. Now
it is enough to notice that npiw(Z,Y ) > τ for any closed Z ⊆ Y . Indeed, if γ is an open
npi -base of Z in Y of cardinality less than τ then we can construct a system γ ′ consisting
of zero-sets in Y in such a way that for any U ∈ γ there exists an element GU ∈ γ ′ which
also intersects Z, i.e., GU ∩Z 6= ∅. It follows from the irreducibility of f Y that f (GU)
is a zero-set in I τ . So using the system f (γ ′) we can construct an npi -base γ ′′ of f (Z)
in I τ and |γ ′′|6 |γ ′|, which contradicts our assumption about the existence of Z ⊆ Y with
npiw(Z,Y ) < τ .
(ii)⇒ (i) Without loss of generality we can assume that condition (ii) holds for the
whole X. By transfinite induction we construct an inverse continuous spectrum S =
{Zα,pβα , α < β < ωτ }, a family of mappings {fα :X→ Zα}α<ωτ and a system of spaces
{Yα: α < ωτ } which satisfy the following conditions for all α < ωτ :
(i) |Zα| = 1;
(ii) fα = pβα ◦ fβ whenever α < β < ωτ ;
(iii) Yα is a closed subset of Zα ;
(iv) dimYα = 0;
(v) pβα (Yβ)= Yα ;
(vi) w(pα+1α )6 ℵ0;
(vii) qβα = pβα Yβ is an open mapping whenever α < β < ωτ ;
(viii) for any open subsetU ⊆ Yα there exists a point y ∈U such that |(qα+1α )−1(y)|> 2.
Let us observe that from the inductive assumption it follows that (a) w(Zα) < τ ,
(b) c(Yα)6 ℵ0 for each α < ωτ .
Now we show how to construct these objects.
At limit steps δ we define:
Zδ = lim←−
{
Zα,p
β
α , α < β < δ
}
, fδ = lim←−{fα, α < δ} and
Yδ = lim←−
{
Yα, q
β
α , α < β < δ
}
.
It is not difficult to see that the conditions (i)–(viii) remain true.
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Now let β = α+1. Consider the set Fα = f−1α (Yα). Then χ(Fα,X) < τ since w(Zα) <
τ . It follows from Lemma 2.5 that npiw(P,Fα) > τ for any P ⊆ Fα . Now we are in
the position of Lemma 2.6 with f = fα , Y = Zα , Y ′ = Yα . So we can construct Zα+1,
Yα+1, fα+1 which satisfy the conditions (i)–(viii). Finally, Z = lim←−{Zα,p
β
α , α < β < ωτ },
Y = lim←−{Yα, q
β
α , α < β < ωτ } and f = lim←−{fα, α < ωτ }. By construction, Y is a Dugundji
space which is homogeneous on weight ((viii) guarantees this property). According to a
result from [4], Y is coabsolute withDτ . Therefore Y cannot be represented as a countable
union of closed subspaces of weight less than τ . Also, since Y is a Dugundji space, by a
result of Ditor and Haydon [1], the space Y contains a copy ofDτ and thus can be mapped
onto I τ . 2
Remark 2.7. Analyzing the proof of Theorem 1.2 we see that it is sufficient to assume
that for every Z ⊆X such that χ(Z,X) < τ and every homogeneous on weight Dugundji
space Y with w(Y ) < τ any surjection f :Z→ Y is not almost irreducible.
3. Martin’s Axiom and Šapirovskiı˘’s theorem
First we need some simple Baire category type facts.
Lemma 3.1. (MA(Cohen)) Let X be coabsolute with the cantor cube Dτ and F be a
family of dense open subsets of X such that |F | < 2ℵ0 . Then the intersection ⋂F is
nonempty.
The proof of Lemma 3.1 is trivial.
Lemma 3.2. (MA(Cohen)) Let f :X → Y be a surjective mapping, Y be a space
coabsolute with the Cantor cube and w(X) = τ < 2ℵ0 . Then there exists a dense subset
Y ′ ⊆ Y such that Y ′ is the intersection of τ many dense open subsets of Y and f f−1f (Y )
is open.
Proof. Let B = {Vα: α < ωτ } be a base of X. It follows from MA(Cohen) that the
set Y ′ = Y \⋃{Frf (Vα): α < ωτ } is dense in Y and has type Gτ . Therefore Y ′ is as
required. 2
The author appreciates the generous assistance of W. Just who had communicated him
the proof of the next important fact before the paper [2] containing it (Proposition 2.1) was
published.
Lemma 3.3. (MA(Cohen)) Let τ be an infinite cardinal, and let F be a family of dense
open subsets of the Cantor cube Dτ such that |F | < 2ℵ0 . Then the intersection ⋂F
contains a topological copy of Dτ .
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Lemma 3.4. (MA(Cohen)) Let X be a space coabsolute with the Cantor cube and
w(X) = τ < 2ℵ0 . If F is a family of dense open subsets of X such that |F | < 2ℵ0 then⋂F contains a topological copy of Dpiw(X).
Proof. Let λ= piw(X). There exist a space Z of weight τ and two irreducible mappings
f0 :Z→X and f1 :Z→Dλ. By Lemma 3.2, there exist two dense inZ subsets Z′0 and Z′1
of type Gτ such that fi Z′i are homeomorphisms. Then the intersection Z′ = Z′0 ∩ Z′1 is
also a set of typeGτ . Therefore, f0(Z′) is a set of typeGτ and so is X′ = (⋂F)∩f0(Z′).
But X′ is homeomorphic to f1(f−10 (X′)) which is a dense subset of Dλ and hence, by
Lemma 3.3, contains a copy of Dλ . 2
Proof of Theorem 1.3. (i)⇒ (ii) Let f :X→ I τ be a continuous surjection and Y be
a closed subset of X such that f Y is an irreducible mapping. By Lemmas 3.2, 3.4, X
contains a topological copy of Dτ .
(ii)⇒ (iii) is trivial.
(iii)⇒ (i) Without loss of generality, we can assume that X = Y . By Remark 2.7,
we must check that for every closed subset Z ⊂ X and every homogeneous on weight
Dugundji space Y such that χ(Z,X) · w(Y ) < τ any surjection f :Z→ Y is not almost
irreducible. In fact, by Lemma 3.2, there exists a dense subset Y ′ ⊆ Y such that f f−1(Y ′)
is open. Fix any y ∈ Y ′, then |f−1(y)| > 2 since χ(x,X) > τ > χ(Z,X). Let z0, z1 ∈
f−1(y) be two distinct points and Oz0 , Oz1 be their neighborhoods with disjoint closures.
Then F0 = clOz0 and F1 = clOz1 are disjoint closed subsets of X that fail to satisfy the
condition (ii) of Lemma 2.2, and thus f is not almost irreducible. 2
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